FIRE UP YOUR FLEXIBLE WORKING
WITH MICROSOFT SURFACE AS A
SERVICE BY TRUSTMARQUE
Work without boundaries and achieve
powerful performance, anywhere,
anytime.
As work shifts between home, office and on the go, give
employees the power to perform without boundaries.
In the transition to sustainable remote-friendly and agile ways
of working, move from a focus on business continuity and
‘keeping the lights on’ to optimising the end-user experience
and drive collaboration, productivity and employee satisfaction.

What is Surface as a Service?
Surface as a Service is an accessible, risk averse way of getting
the latest Microsoft Surface technology in the hands of your
employees, wherever they are.

88%

of users agree that Microsoft
365-powered Surface devices
allow organisations to better
support remote workers.
Forrester Total Economic Impact™
Study Commissioned by Microsoft
titled, “Maximizing Your ROI From
Microsoft 365 Enterprise With Microsoft
Surface”, July 2020

With flexible payment options and no upfront costs, you can
easily refresh your tech to keep up with the pace of innovation
and changes to the modern workplace.
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Achieve seamless
collaboration

How Surface as a Service supports
remote working
Employees want the power to work anywhere, with the same
rewarding experience no matter where they are based Surface
as a Service provides:
•

High performing technology proven to increase
collaboration that can be rapidly deployed to end-users

•

Undisrupted productivity with constant access to company
data and resources

•

More automation and standardisation with greater control of
security and governance for remote workers

•

Light to zero touch deployment means devices are
configured and positioned with minimal interaction

•

A 24/7 solution to keep up with the pace of innovation and
change, sharpening your competitive edge.

Deliver powerful performance at work, at
home or on the go with Microsoft Surface

Microsoft 365-powered Surface
devices help employees become
more collaborative through:

Seamless real-time knowledge
sharing, communication and
document collaboration

More interactive and engaging
meetings with increased
participation

Standardisation ensures the same
experience for everyone and
employees are free of limitations

Book a demo today
Increase the pace of innovation
and fire up your flexible working
with Microsoft Surface as a
Service from Trustmarque.
Contact us to book a demo.
Surface has an option for everybody, including: Surface Go 2,
Surface Pro 7, Surface Pro X, Surface Laptop 3 and Surface
Book 2, with more to come.
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